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QUESTION 1

Which container image scan is constructed correctly? 

A. twistcli images scan --docker-address https://us-west1.cloud.twistlock.com/us-3-123456789 myimage/latest 

B. twistcli images scan --address https://us-west1.cloud.twistlock.com/us-3-123456789 myimage/latest 

C. twistcli images scan --address https://us-west1.cloud.twistlock.com/us-3-123456789 --container myimage/latest 

D. twistcli images scan --address https://us-west1.cloud.twistlock.com/us-3-123456789 --container myimage/latest
--details 

Correct Answer: C 

Reference: https://docs.paloaltonetworks.com/prisma/prisma-cloud/prisma-cloud-admin-
compute/tools/twistcli_scan_images 

 

QUESTION 2

An administrator has been tasked with a requirement by your DevSecOps team to write a script to continuously query
programmatically the existing users, and the user\\'s associated permission levels, in a Prisma Cloud Enterprise tenant.
Which public documentation location should be reviewed to help determine the required attributes to carry out this
step? 

A. Prisma Cloud Administrator\\'s Guide (Compute) 

B. Prisma Cloud API Reference 

C. Prisma Cloud Compute API Reference 

D. Prisma Cloud Enterprise Administrator\\'s Guide 

Correct Answer: B 

Prisma Cloud Enterprise is CSPM + CWP but Prisma Cloud Compute API Ref doesn\\'t exist anymore 

 

QUESTION 3

Which two processes ensure that builds can function after a Console upgrade? (Choose two.) 

A. allowing Jenkins to automatically update the plugin 

B. updating any build environments that have twistcli included to use the latest version 

C. configuring build pipelines to download twistcli at the start of each build 

D. creating a new policy that allows older versions of twistcli to connect the Console 

Correct Answer: BC 
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A is wrong. Jenkins Plugin can not be upgraded automatically 

 

QUESTION 4

A customer wants to scan a serverless function as part of a build process. Which twistcli command can be used to scan
serverless functions? 

A. twistcli function scan  

B. twistcli scan serverless  

C. twistcli serverless AWS  

D. twiscli serverless scan  

Correct Answer: D 

Reference: https://docs.paloaltonetworks.com/prisma/prisma-cloud/prisma-cloud-admin-
compute/vulnerability_management/serverless_functions 

 

QUESTION 5

Which categories does the Adoption Advisor use to measure adoption progress for Cloud Security Posture
Management? 

A. Visibility, Compliance, Governance, and Threat Detection and Response 

B. Network, Anomaly, and Audit Event 

C. Visibility, Security, and Compliance 

D. Foundations, Advanced, and Optimize 

Correct Answer: A 

https://www.paloaltonetworks.com/blog/prisma-cloud/operationalize-prisma-cloud-adoption-advisor/ 

 

QUESTION 6

A security team is deploying Cloud Native Application Firewall (CNAF) on a containerized web application. The
application is running an NGINX container. The container is listening on port 8080 and is mapped to host port 80. Which
port should the team specify in the CNAF rule to protect the application? 

A. 443 

B. 80 

C. 8080 

D. 8888 
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Correct Answer: C 

Reference: 

https://docs.paloaltonetworks.com/prisma/prisma-cloud/19-11/prisma-cloud-compute-edition-admin/
rewalls/deploy_cnaf.html 

 

QUESTION 7

A customer has multiple violations in the environment including: 

User namespace is enabled An LDAP server is enabled SSH root is enabled 

Which section of Console should the administrator use to review these findings? 

A. Manage 

B. Vulnerabilities 

C. Radar 

D. Compliance 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 8

A customer has a requirement to scan serverless functions for vulnerabilities. Which three settings are required to
Configure serverless scanning? (Choose three.) 

A. Defender Name 

B. Region 

C. Credential 

D. Console Address 

E. Provider 

Correct Answer: BCE 

Reference: 

https://docs.paloaltonetworks.com/prisma/prisma-cloud/21-04/prisma-cloud-compute-edition-
admin/vulnerability_management/ serverless_functions.html 

 

QUESTION 9
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Which IAM Azure RQL query would correctly generate an output to view users who have suffcient permissions to create
security groups within Azure AD and create applications? 

A. config where api.name = `azure-active-directory-authorization-policy\\' AND json.rule =
defaultUserRolePermissions.allowedToCreateSecurityGroups is true and
defaultUserRolePermissions.allowedToCreateApps is true 

B. config from cloud.resource where api.name = `azure-active-directory-authorization-policy\\' AND json.rule =
defaultUserRolePermissions exists 

C. config from network where api.name = `azure-active-directory-authorization-policy\\' AND json.rule =
defaultUserRolePermissions.allowedToCreateSecurityGroups is false and
defaultUserRolePermissions.allowedToCreateApps is true 

D. config from cloud.resource where api.name = `azure-active-directory-authorization-policy\\' AND json.rule =
defaultUserRolePermissions.allowedToCreateSecurityGroups is true and
defaultUserRolePermissions.allowedToCreateApps is true 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 10

DRAG DROP 

You wish to create a custom policy with build and run subtypes. 

Match the query types for each example. 

(Select your answer from the pull-down list. Answers may be used more than once or not at all.) 

Select and Place:
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Correct Answer: 

Reference: https://docs.paloaltonetworks.com/prisma/prisma-cloud/prisma-cloud-admin/prisma-cloud-policies/create-a-
policy.html 

 

QUESTION 11

The development team is building pods to host a web front end, and they want to protect these pods with an application
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firewall. Which type of policy should be created to protect this pod from Layer7 attacks? 

A. The development team should create a WAAS rule for the host where these pods will be running. 

B. The development team should create a WAAS rule targeted at all resources on the host. 

C. The development team should create a runtime policy with networking protections. 

D. The development team should create a WAAS rule targeted at the image name of the pods. 

Correct Answer: D 

Image is the correct way of scoping the rule. Although host and image can be used to scope the rule. but the host can
have other application pods which can be none web apps. scoping based on Image will make sure the rule only applies
to the containers created from the web image. https://docs.paloaltonetworks.com/prisma/prisma-cloud/prisma-cloud-
admin-compute/waas/deploy_waas 

 

QUESTION 12

Which three actions are required in order to use the automated method within Azure Cloud to streamline the process of
using remediation in the identity and access management (IAM) module? (Choose three.) 

A. Install boto3 and requests library. 

B. Configure IAM Azure remediation script. 

C. Integrate with Azure Service Bus. 

D. Configure IAM AWS remediation script. 

E. Install azure.servicebus and requests library. 

Correct Answer: BCE 

https://docs.paloaltonetworks.com/prisma/prisma-cloud/prisma-cloud-admin/prisma-cloud-iam-security/remediate-alerts-
for-iam-security 

 

QUESTION 13

The Compute Console has recently been upgraded, and the administrator plans to delay upgrading the Defenders and
the Twistcli tool until some of the team\\'s resources have been rescaled. The Console is currently one major release
ahead. 

What will happen as a result of the Console upgrade? 

A. Defenders will disconnect, and Twistcli will stop working. 

B. Defenders will disconnect, and Twistcli will remain working. 

C. Both Defenders and Twistcli will remain working. 

D. Defenders will remain connected, and Twistcli will stop working. 
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Correct Answer: C 

"Prisma Cloud console is backward compatible up to two major releases back (including all minor versions) with the
following: 

-All types of Defenders. 

-Twistcli/Jenkins plugin." 

 

QUESTION 14

DRAG DROP 

Which order of steps map a policy to a custom compliance standard? 

(Drag the steps into the correct order of occurrence, from the first step to the last.) 

Select and Place: 

Correct Answer: 
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QUESTION 15

Which container scan is constructed correctly? 

A. twistcli images scan -u api -p api --address https://us-west1.cloud.twistlock.com/us-3-123456789 --container
myimage/latest 

B. twistcli images scan --docker-address https://us-west1.cloud.twistlock.com/us-3-123456789 myimage/latest 

C. twistcli images scan -u api -p api --address https://us-west1.cloud.twistlock.com/us-3-123456789 --details
myimage/latest 

D. twistcli images scan -u api -p api --docker-address https://us-west1.cloud.twistlock.com/us-3-123456789
myimage/latest 

Correct Answer: C 
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